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using bumper stickers
to teach american values
an ethnographic approach
terry N williams florida state university

ethnography the holistic study of a
natural community is becoming more and
more popular as a technique in ESL
research however its usefulness as an
ESL teaching tool is often being
overlooked since one begins by
collecting data and inductively building a
theory ethnography is particularly suited
for use by ESL students in studying
american culture

this paper focuses on a student
document analysis a microethnographymicro
of

ethnography
american drivers investigating the

cultural values found in slogans on
bumper stickers bumper stickers are
cultural artifacts and as such they may
yield information about the culture which
produced them moreover bumper stickers
tell something about the value system of
the individuals who choose to display
them each of the slogans presented was
seen on a vehicle that indicates that some
person felt that the bumper sticker
expressed something which was important
enough to him or her to attach it to his or
her car below is a description of how
students may carry out a study
investigating these values

A class exercise

A few days prior to the planned
classroom exercise the teacher asks
students to note down all the bumper
stickers they see and to write each one on
a separate 3 by 5 inch index card

before the designated activity day the
teacher collects the cards from the
students this enables the teacher to
proofread for any spelling or grammatical
mistakes the students may have made
while copying the slogans or to eliminate
any vulgar slogans he or she may believe
inappropriate for classroom discussion of
course vulgarity may also be an aspect of
american culture and the teacher may
choose to include all slogans the students
present

on the day of the exercise the teacher
asks the students to move into small
groups he or she then gives each group a
number of cards the students work
together examining the slogans and
grouping them into different categories
lastly each group shares its classification
with the class giving examples of slogans
included in each category

examples

this technique was demonstrated at a
recent ESL conference the procedure was
described to the participants ESL
professionals who were asked to gather
in small groups each group was given a
number of cards containing slogans from
bumper stickers following are some of
the categories with an example from each
which each group decided on
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politics

george bush for president

religion
jesus is my rock and my name is on
the roll

advertisements

ford trucks 20 years in the lead

social

ERA yes

laws
buckle up in florida its the law

place or personal values
my child is an outstanding citizen at
belle vue middle school

sports

FAMU baseball

humor

this is not an abandoned car
group affiliation

dont mess with texas
opinion

electricians do it til it hz
musicmuic

z103
americana

so many pedestrians so little time

community pride
panama city beach

environmental

save the manatee

pride and loyalty
I1 love delta delta delta

public awareness

schools open drive carefully

of course these are not the only possible
categories some overlap different

groups classified similar slogans
differently for example one group
believed I1 love allah indicated group
affiliation while another group said jesus
loves you expressed ones religion

A linguistically and culturally
heterogeneous group of ESL students at
the florida state university center for
intensive english studies categorized
slogans similarly their categories include
politics clubs advice advertisements
sports personal feelings for places or
things family humor and criticism

followupfollow activitiesup

after categorizing bumper sticker
slogans students may participate in a
variety of followupfollow activitiesup some of
these take place immediately following the
exercise in the classroom others have to
be researched in the community some
possibilities are listed below

students may discuss whether or not a
certain value would be expressed publicly
in their home cultures

they may look at the range of opinion
americans have regarding one particular
issue for example gun control

students may ask american drivers why
they have chosen to place a certain sticker
on their car

they may go to places where groups of
people holding relatively homogeneous
values gather eg a church they may
then compare the bumper stickers seen in
one location a southern baptist church
to those seen elsewhere a unitarian
church
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By participating in these actlvltles,
students may gain a deeper insight into the
beliefs, values, and customs of the
American people.
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